Bologna Peer Support Group A
Second Meeting, Prague, 3 June 2019

Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports, Karmelitská 5, Prague 1

9:00  Registration and coffee
9:30  Welcome and address by the host and the co-chairs
10:00 Update on the recent development (BFUG and BICG)
10:15 Summary and outcomes of the May workshop on self-certification of NQF
10:30 Next steps in the PSG A
10:45 Coffee break
11:00 Tour de table I: Needs for support and plans for the next steps in each country
12:00 Lunch
13:00 Tour de table II: Needs for support and plans for the next steps in each country
14:30 Coffee break
14:45 Announcement of the new call for projects
15:00 Discussion in smaller groups on possible co-operation on new projects
16:00 Any other business and closing
16:15 End
19:00 Brewery tour U Fleků (Křemencova 11, Prague 1, http://en.ufleku.cz/)
20:00 Dinner in a traditional Czech restaurant U Fleků
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